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INTRODUCTION 
Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) is a versatile techniquel, extensively used in condensed 
matter research, spanning the scientific fields including polymer science, metallic alloys, 
magnetic materials, porous materials, ceramics, composites, structural biology and colloidal 
systems of industrial and technological importance. SANS is useful to study both solid and 
liquid systems to obtain the size, morphology, molecular weight, particle size distribution in a 
size range of 10 to 1000 A, as well as to study the phenomena such as phase separation, 
crystallization etc. In the presence of inter-particle interactions (e.g. ionic micelles) this will 
yield information on the surface potentials (e.g. surface charge density) of the colloids%. 

Three properties of neutrons make SANS to be unique and the information complementary to 
other techniques. The scattering cross-sections of the elements do not depend on their atomic 
number, but vary between the isotopes3; e.g., b~=-0.3740x10-12cm and b~=0.6674X 10- 

2cm. This permits investigations of systems containing hydrogen (polymers, biological 
macromolecules, micelles, coals, asphaltenes) and multicomponent systems (clay-polymer 
composites, virus, microemulsions, coals). The high penetration of cold neutrons is valuable 
for the study of bulk materials under a variety of conditions, such as a wide range of 
temperature, magnetic field, pressure, shear etc. The magnetic moment of neutrons permits 
them as a powerful probe for the study of magnetic materials. 

The SANS experiments can be carried out at either reactor facilities (e.g. ORNL, NIST, ILL- 
France), or at Pulsed Neutron Sources (e.g. ANL, ISIS-Great Britain). The neutron beams, 
usually, have circular cross-section with a diameter of 8-12mm, and the sample thicknesses are 
typically 1-5mm, depending on the chemical composition of the sample. Majority of SANS 
experiments require data in a wide q (q=4n.sinQh, where 8 is the half the scattering angle and 
h is the wavelength of the neutrons) range, in order to carry out analysis on morphology, fractal 
dimension, particle size distribution, phase separation etc. To measure data in a wide q range at 
the SANS instruments at reactors, one has to repeat the experiments 2 to 3 times by changing 
the sample-to-detector distance or the wavelength of the neutrons or both. The SANS 
instruments at the pulsed neutron sources, on the other hand, yield data in a wide q range in a 
single measurement, by using neutrons with a wide range of wavelengths which are determined 
by time-of-flight techniques. This may serve as an advantage for studying systems which 
cannot be exactly reproduced for the repetitive measurements. In this paper we discuss briefly a 
few fundamental principles of SANS and demonstrate the technique with a few examples. 
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BASIC PRINCIPLES 
A number of reviews43596 describe the basic principles of small angle scattering and hence we 
only give relevant formulae useful for obtaining the structural information. Briefly, the intensity 
of the scattered neutrons, I(q), in the low q region is determined by the number density of 
particles, n, the distance correlations due to time-averaged position vectors of the atoms within 
a particle [intra-particle structure factor, P(q)] and those due to the distribution of particles 
[inter-particle structure factor, S(q)] within the sample volume. 

In dilute systems S(q) tend to oscillate around 1.0 in the low q region and the measured I(q) is 
determined essentially by P(q). Analysis of the measured I(q) for dilute systems will yield 
direct information on the structural properties of the particles, in terms of size and shape. If the 
data is calibrated to be on an absoIute scale, additional infomation such as molecular weight and 
volume can also be obtained. In the absence of inter-particle interactions the differential 
scattering cross-section can be written as 

(2) 
where ps and pm are the scattering length densities (scattering length per unit volume) for the 
particle and the matrix, and the k includes all the constants to place the data on an absolute scale. 
Table I contains scattering length densities (p=Cb.NA.d/M, where b is the scattering length3, 
NA.is the Avogadro's number, d is the physical density and M is the molecular weight) for a 
number of normal and per-deuteriated solvents. At low q region, equation 2 reduces to a simple 
form, Guinier equation4, 

I(q) = n P(q) S(q) (1) 

I(q) = k I&(ps-pm) eiqr d3r I 
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I(q) = I(0) exp(-q2 Rg2/3) 
I(0) = n V2(P,-Pm)2 (4) 

(3) 

In eq. 3, Rg is known as the radius of gyration of the particle and v in eq. 4 is the volume of 
the solvent excluded by the particles. This is defined as the root-mean square value of all the 
pair-wise distances from the centroid of the scattering volume and this parameter does not 
specify the shape. In the case of monodisperse system, Rg can be used to determine the 
dimensions of the particles, provided the shape is known. In the case of spherical particles Rg= 
4(3/5). radius. A plot of Ln.I(q) vs. q2 (Guinier plot) will yield a straight line in the q region 
where q.Rgll.0. The absolute slope of the straight line can be used to determine the Rg and 
the y-intercept yields I(0) which can be used to determine the molecular weight of the particle. 
In the case of polydisperse systems the measured Rg is the z-avearaged value given by Rg2 = 

CNi.Mi2.Rg2i / ZNi.Mi2 and I(0) is the weight-averaged value. It can be seen from eq. 4 that 
the magnitude of I(0) can be manipulated by changing either the scattering length density of the 
solute, ps, or the solvent, Pm, and can be made zero by exactly matching these two parameters. 
This method is called contrast varation7 which can be done by changing the deuteration levels of 
either the solute or solvent. In the case of binary system the contrast variation method can be 
used to determine I(0) at different Pm values and a plot of dI(0) vs pm will give a straight line 
whose slope is proportional to the solvent excluded volume, v (see eq. 4) and the x-intercept 
gives ps value. The value in turn can be used to determine the partial specific volume of the 
particle provided the chemical composition of the constituents is known. The contrast matching 
technique has been used to advantage in the case of coals. The composition and the density of 
the coals is such that its scattering length density is similar to the scattering length density of 
perdeuteriated toluene ( see Table I). If coal is imbibed in the perdeuteriated toluene then for 
neutrons the particulate region of the coal and the solvent filling the accessible pores resemble as 
a system of uniform scattering length density. Hence the scattering from the pores accessible to 
the solvent will be negligible. However if there exists pores inaccessible to the solvent then 
they will produce SANS signals. Thus SANS can be used to characterize the closed pores in 
coals as well as other porous materials8. Such manipulation has also been done to see the effects 
of confined space on the phase separation in binary solvents9 and micellization. 
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As mentioned earlier, the low q region gives the size parameter, R , but delineation of the 
shape information requires data in a wide q region. The Iog(I).vs.logfq) plots yield important 
information on the probable shapes. In the case of infinitely long particles the scattering signal 
in the low q region is convoluted by a powerlaw of q-1. In the case of sheet like particles the 
scattering signal in the low q region is convoluted by a powerlaw of q-2. Thus the measured 
differential scattering cross-sections for the rod and a sheet, respectively, are given by 

I(q) = q-l.exp(-q2.~&) (7) 
I(q) = q-2.exp(-q2.R?) (8) 

These equations can be used to obtain the cross-sectional radius of gyration, Rc, of the rod-like 
particle from a modified Guinier plots for a rod, Ln.[q.I(q)rod] vs. q2 and the thickness 
factor, Rt, of the lamellar particle can be obtained from a modified Guinier plot for a sheet, 
Ln.[q2.I(q)sheet]. vs. q2. The radius of the rod can be obtained by multiplying Rc by 42, and 
the thickness of the sheet can be obtained by multiplying the Rt by 412. The y-intercepts in 
these plots can be used to obtain the mass per unit length and mass per unit area respectively. 

For obtaining information on the morphology of the particles, the data in the whole q region can 
be modelled by using the form factors for shapes such as sphere, ellipsoid, cylinder, random 
coil etc., and obtain the size parameters best describing the scattering signal. Form factors for 
several known geometries are available in'Guinier and Fournet (1955): 

In the case of self-similar aggregates the scattering signals exhibit powerlaw behavior in a wide 
q region. The log(1) vs log(q) plots can be fitted in the linear regions and the absolute values of 
the slope can be used to describe the system in terms of fractal dimensions10-12. If the absolute 
value of the slope is a fraction in the region of 1-3, then the system is a mass fractal and the 
magnitude tells about the packing density of the fractal objects. If the fractal objects are formed 
through aggregation then it is possible to delineate the kinetics of aggregation. For example if 
the absolute value of the slope is around 1.7 then the cluster-cluster aggregation model may 
explain the aggregation mechanism, and if it is around 2.5 then it could be due to diffusion 
limited aggregation. If the absolute value of the slope is between 3-4 then the system is quite 
large and the system may be a surface fractal. A value close to 4 corresponds to a smooth 
surface and that close to 3 implies a particles with a rough surface. 

The scattering signal in the case of polydisperse systems cannot easily be fitted with either the 
form factor of known geometrical objects or at times it may not exhibit linear curves in the 
Guinier plot [Ln I(q) vs q2]. If the measured scattering data contains data in the q region where 



q.Rg 5, 1.0 such that Rg.is the largest particle size then unique information on the particle size 
distribution can be obtamed by using maximum entopy technique. If the particles are too large 
and the data cannot be measured to very low q values fulfilling the relationship q.Rg 5 1 .O, then 
it may not be possible to get the correct particle size distribution. The pore size distribution in 
coals is quite wide and the pores are quite large and hence the scattering techniques cannot give 
the correct pore size distribution for coals. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
We have conductued a number of SANS experiments on coals, coal macromolecules and 
asphaltenes at the Small Angle Difhctometer (SAD) at the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source of 
Argonne National Laboratory. This instrument uses neutrons produced in pulses by spallation 
due to the deposition of 450 MeV protons on a depleted uranium target, followed by a solid 
methane moderator (22 K) yielding a wavelength range of 1 to 14 A . Detection of scattered 
neutrons was accomplished with an area sensitive, gas-filed proportional counter, and the 
wavelength of the scattered neutrons was determined by their times-of-flight. The accessible q 
range using SAD is from 0.005 to 0.25 A-1 in a single measurement. The samples at ambient 
to 100 C were measured in Suprasil cells, while the high temperature measurements were done 
in a stainless steel cell 

EXAMPLES 
Coals are complex materials and a variety of techniques have been applied to understand their 
chemical and physical structures. Scattering studies on coals have brought out the fractal nature 
of the network structure12 and the structural modifications occurring due to solvents such as 
pyridine. SANS showed that Pittsburgh #8 in CgDgN swelling is due to the breaking of the 
hydrogen bonded network of coal structurel3. In order to gain a better understanding of the coal 
structure we took an an approach to study the pyridine-extracted species14 in deuteriopyridine as 
well as the extracts with their acidic groups methylated. The scattering behavior of both neat and 
0-methylated extracts of APCS #3 (5 wt.% in CsD5N) is shown in Fig. l a  and the Guinier 
plot for the neat sample is shown in Fig. lb. The slope of the fitted line in Fig. lb  gives an R, 
of 41f3A and I(O)=O.Ol cm2.mg-1 which corresponds to a molecular weight of 6365 daltons 
and a solvent excluded volume of 9000 A3. This clearly shows that the macromolecule is not a 
solid sphere, rather a random coil. The data thus can be fitted well with the form factor for a 
random coil and the fit is also shown in Fig.1 for the neat sample. The Rg value from the fit is 
consistent with that from Guinier analysis. The 0-methylated macromolecules exhibit a 
powerlaw behavior in the low q region with an absolute slope of -1.7 (Fig. la). However the 
scattering behavior is similar in the q region above 0.03 A-1. This indicates that the particles are 
similar in  both neat and 0-methylated samples, however they aggregate further in the 0- 
methylated sample. The blocking of the hydrogen bonding interactions between the 
macromolecular surface and deuteropyridine leads to large net work structures resembling a 
system aggregated due to cluster-cluster aggregation. The size of the smallerst cluster is around 
70 A. We obeserved that the differences between the neat and 0-methylated cases decreases 
with decreasing in rank of the coals, however the net work strctures seem to be more dense than 
seen in the case of APCS #3 in C5D5N. 
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Another system in the fuel chemstry which is quite complex and widely studied is the-'' 
asphaltenes. We carried out SANS studies on heptane precipitated asphaltenesl5 form Maya 
vacuum resids in deuteriated 1-methylnaphthalene (dlO-1MN) in a wide temperature range of 
20 to 400 C. This study showed that a 5 wt.% asphaltenes solution in dlO-1MN at ambient 
temperatures form large colloidal systems, but they break down with increasing temperature. To 
compare the behavior of extracted coal macromolecules and asphaltene colloids we have shown 
the temperature effect on Rg and I(0) values in Figs. 2a and 2b respectively. It can be seen that 
at 20C the size and I(0) for the asphaltene colloids in dlO-1MN are larger than those for the 
pyridine extracted coal macromolecules in CgDgN. With increase in temperature the asphaltene 
colloids become smaller than the coal macromolecules (Fig.2a). However the I(0) values, which 
are directly proportional to the solvent excluded volume of the particles and the contrast, 
continue to be larger than the coal macromolecules. The larger I(0) values for the asphaltenes 
(smaller size) suggest that the asphaltene colloids may be more densely packed than the coal 
macromolecules in C~DSN. This can be confirmed with contrast variation studies on 
asphaltenes in organic solvents and such studies are in progress. Our studies on asphaltenes15 
showed that they have a rod shape with a radius around 18A, but with varying lengths 
depending on the temperature. We used modified Guinier analysis (Fig.3a) to obtain the cross- 
sectional radius of the particle and MaxEnt analysis for the polydispersity (Fig.3b). 

CONCLUSIONS 
In the field of fuel chemistry we encounter several systems which are quite complex as well 
as multicomponent in nature (crude oil). A wide range of physical and chemical methods have 
been used to understand these systems and we are still far from complete understanding. For 
example coals have been studied in pure solid to chemically modified states. Since chemical 
modification and/or solvent extraction result in a number of different systems, it would be very 
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important to understand the products in terms of thier colloidal properties as a function of the 
type of solvent used to disperse them, as well as other physical conditions. Such knowledge 
will be helpful in the design of processing techniques. Another area of research where SANS 
can be useful is in the characterization of synthetic and modified ~lays~6.17 which are being 
developed for processing in the petroleum industry. The major limitations for performing 
SANS experiments are the nonavalilabilityhigh cost of certain deuteriated soIven ts and the 
paucity of beam time at the neutron scattering centers. 
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TABLE I 
Neutron Scattering Length Densities (p) 

System Chemical formula Density(g/cm3) p( 101*cm-2) 

Benzene C6H6 0.8786 1.18 
.............................................................................................. 

Benzene-d6 c6D6 0.950 5.43 
Cyclohexane C6H12 0.7786 -0.277 

Methanol CH30H 0.79 14 -0.373 
Cyclohexane-d12 C6D12 0.s9 6.678 

MetanoLd4 CD3OD 0.89 5.8 1 
1 -methylnaphthalene CllHlO 1.02 1.54 
1-methylnaphthalene-dl0 CllDlo 1.1 6.08 
Pyridine C5H5N 0.98 19 1.79 
Pyridine4 C5D5N 1.05 5.7 1 
Toluene C6H5CH3 0.8669 0.94 
Toluene-d8 QjD5CD3 0.94 5.64 

Water-a Dzo 1.105 6.358 
polycrystalline carbon 1.4 5.6 

Water H20 . 1.0 -0.56 
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Fig. 1 a: SANS of APCS #3 in CsDsN (o), solid line is the fit for a random coil. Data for 0- 
methylated extracts (o), dotted line is the powerlaw fit. Fig. 1 b: Guinier plot fot the pyridine 
extracts from APCS #3 in CsDsN. The size of error bars is smaller than the size of the symbols. 
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Fig.2a: Temperature effect on the Rg of the 5 wt% APCS #3 macromolecules in C5D5N 
(square) and 5 wt.% asphaltenes in CllDlo (filled 0). Fig 2b: Temperature effect on the I(0) of 
the APCS #3 pyridine extracts in CsD5N (square) and 5 wt.% asphaltenes in CllDlo (0). The 
size of error bars is smaller than the size of the symbols. 
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Fig.3a: Modified Guinier plot for the 5 wt.% asphaltenes in C1lDlo at 20C. The size of error 
bars is smaller than the size of the symbols. Fig. 3b: Length distribution for the 5 wt.% 
asphaltenes in CllDlo as a funtion of temperature (radius of the rods is 18A). 20C (solid line), 
50C (dashed line), loOC (dotted line). 


